
Lesson 5 Animals of the Desert

WE REMEMBER
Match these animals with their habitats.

1. musk ox

2. elephant seal the tundra

3. arctic fox

4. lemming Antarctica

5. penguin

Say these words to someone.

Look at the map on page 13. Do you see the dark
shaded areas? They show where the world’s deserts are.
Which one is closest to where you live?

A desert is a very hot, dry area. You might think that
nothing could live there. But God made some animals to
live in the desert.

Kangaroo Rat
One desert animal is the kangaroo rat. Kangaroo rats are

light-colored to help them keep cool. They have strong hind
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desert (d2z•ßrt). A hot, dry area where not many plants can grow.

Gila monster (h7•lß män•stßr). A desert lizard.
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feet and very long tails.  Their tails are longer than the rest
of their bodies.

Kangaroo rats stay in their holes during the hot day.  
At night, when the desert is cooler, they come out to find
food.  Kangaroo rats have two pockets on their cheeks.
They use their front feet to
stuff seeds into their pock-
ets.  They carry the food
back to their holes to eat.

God gave kangaroo 
rats a very special body
for living in the desert.
They do not have to 
drink water because 
they get enough water
from their food. 
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Camel
Camels are large 

desert animals.  God gave 
them long eyelashes that 
keep sand out of their eyes.  
Their ears are short and 
furry to keep sand out.

Do you know what is inside 
the big hump on the camel’s 
back?  It is fat.  When the camel 
does not have much food to eat,
the fat from his hump gives him
energy.  In the desert, food and 
water can be hard to find.  Camels 
do not have to eat or drink very often.

Gila Monster
The Gila monster is a desert

lizard.  Gila monsters eat birds’
eggs and baby animals.  They
have thick tails that have fat in
them.  This fat gives them
energy when they cannot find
things to eat.  They may go for
several months without eating.

God gave Gila monsters a
special way to protect them-
selves.  They have a poisonous
bite that can kill their enemies.
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Write T for true or F for false. 

6. Deserts are hot and dry.

7. Kangaroo rats have pockets on their cheeks.

8. Camels never have to drink water.

9. Desert animals are dark-colored to help them stay cool.

10. Kangaroo rats do not need to drink water.

11. A camel has special eyes and ears to keep out sand.

12. Gila monsters have no way to protect themselves from their
enemies.

Answer these questions. 

TThheeyy13. How are camels and Gila monsters alike?

ssttoorree ffaatt ttoo ggiivvee tthheemm eenneerrggyy..
14. What does God give to seals to keep them 

ffaattwarm, and to camels to give them energy?

� Do this activity.

Learn about some more animals that 
live in the desert.  Choose one of the
animals from the box and read about 
it in an encyclopedia or nature book.
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dingo
roadrunner
kit fox
coyote

horned lizard



Lesson 6 Animals of the Rain Forest and Jungle

WE REMEMBER
Circle the correct answer. 

1. A habitat is the area where an animal  sleeps,  lives.

2. The father penguin holds the egg on his  feet,  nose to keep it
warm.

3. The arctic fox’s coat changes color to match its surroundings,
eyes.  

Say these words to someone.

A rain forest and desert are both hot habitats, but they
are very different.  Deserts are dry, but rain forests are wet.
They get 100 or more inches (more than 254 cm) of rain
every year!  

The weather in a rain forest is always warm.  There is no
summer or winter.  Could you guess that it rains on most
days?  Trees grow tall and thick.  The sun cannot shine
through the thick treetops.
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jungle (jßng•gßl). Part of a rain forest where the sunlight reaches
the ground and plants grow thick and tangled.

macaw (mß•k$). A large, brightly-colored parrot of the rain forest.

rain forest (r6n f$r•ßst). A forest of tall trees that gets 100 or
more inches of rain every year.
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Close to rivers, the trees 
are not so tall.  The sunlight can 
reach the ground.  There plants 
grow thick and tangled.  That part 
of the rain forest is called a jungle.

What kinds of animals do you think 
live in a rain forest?  More kinds of 
animals live in the rain forest than in 
any other habitat in the world!

Spider Monkey
Many monkeys live in the rain 

forest.  Spider monkeys live in the 
treetops.  They use their arms to 
swing from branch to branch.  

They eat fruits and seeds that
grow in the trees.  Spider
monkeys have long tails.  Some-
times they wrap their tails and all
four limbs around a branch and
hang upside down.  They can even
use their tails to pick up things!
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Macaw
The macaw is a beautiful

bird that lives in the rain
forest.  Macaws have bright
feathers—blue, red, yellow,
and green.  They live in
holes in the tall trees.  They
eat nuts, seeds, and fruit.
They like to fly high over the
rain forest.

Sloth
The sloth is a strange

animal of the rain forest.
Sloths live in the treetops and eat leaves and twigs.  They
have a funny way of moving around.  They hang onto
branches with their claws and walk upside down!  

They even stay upside down to sleep!

Sloths sleep a lot.  When they are 
awake, they move very slowly.  A 
sloth may spend most of its life in 
one tree!

A sloth is so slow that 
after a while green moss 
starts growing in its hair. 
That makes it hard to 
see because it blends  
in with the tree.
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Circle T for true or F for false. 

4. T F A rain forest gets 100 or more inches (254 cm) of rain
every year.

5. T F Macaws have ugly black feathers.

6. T F A sloth may have moss growing in its hair.

7. T F The part of the rain forest where the sun can reach the
ground and the plants grow thick and tangled is called
a jungle.

Answer these questions. 

8. How are deserts and rain forests alike?

TThheeyy  aarree  bbootthh  hhoott..
DDeesseerrttss  aarree  ddrryy..9. How are they different?

RRaaiinn  ffoorreessttss  aarree  wweett..

� Do this activity.

Many snakes live in the rain forest.  The biggest snake in the
world lives in the rain forest.  It is the anaconda. Look it up in
the dictionary or encyclopedia to see how long it is.

uupp ttoo 3300  ffeeeett  lloonngg  (99..11 mmeettrreess)
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